In susceptibility contrast-enhanced MRI of Gd-DTPA bolus injection, relative cerebral blood flow (rCBF) has commonly been analyzed using the deconvolution approach reported by Ostergaard et al. (1). Another strategy had been proposed (2) to calculate rCBF by measuring the initial rate of Gd-DTPA arriving within a time window smaller than the tissue mean transit time τ, a quantity known to be a few short seconds for gray matter in humans. We name this rCBF measurement technique which utilizes the early data points of the agent bolus the "early time points" method (ET). ET is based on the hypothesis that the quantity of Gd-DTPA present in the tissue is proportional to local CBF before the contrast agent has a chance to clear from the tissue. rCBF measured with ET inherently does not depend on the arterial input function and is potentially less sensitive to the transit delays of the bolus to the vascular bed. But what are ET's limitations? What conditions need to be tested before ET could be considered for perfusion analysis? We provided an initial analysis on those questions. Given the short range of τ, we applied a TR of 300ms. With such a short TR, the limited number of slices reduces the clinical acceptance of ET. We used a recently developed fast sequence, the Simultaneous Image Refocusing (SIR) EPI technique (3,4) which acquired at least two slices in a single readout, to acquire 10 slices in the short TR of 300ms. We imaged and measured the rCBF of a monkey using the initial slope of the Gd-DTPA bolus signal. We reanalyzed our data with the deconvolution method of Ostergaard et al (1), using standard deconvolution parameters employed in the clinical setting.
